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Genre: Electronic
Album: Aquarius
Country: UK
Released: 1998
Style: IDM, Downtempo, Ambient
MP3 version RAR size: 1707 mb
FLAC version RAR size: 1493 mb
WMA version RAR size: 1335 mb
Rating: 4.3
Votes: 727
Other Formats: AAC MOD AUD MP2 MP4 MMF VOC

Tracklist

A Aquarius 6:10
B Chinook 7:25

Credits

Producer, Written-By – Marcus*, Mike*

Notes

Both versions of these tracks are exclusive to this release.
Limited to only 500 copies.
Includes color by numbers insert.

Comments about Aquarius - Boards Of Canada
Akinohn

record is worth $100 max. doesn't sell consistently for much more than that. 500 of them exist!
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Voodoozragore

For those pining for a repress, my guess is it's never going to happen. Skam were still a really tiny
label back in 1998 (Not much bigger now). They likely did not have the resources to licence a sample
from a major film studio. Warp probably handled the licencing for mhtrtc; getting it licenced
separately for skam for an EP of comparatively limited interest is likely to be a loss-maker.
KiddenDan

HEADS UP! If you have this in your collection you probably want to remove the insert from the
sleeve right now. I haven't played mine for 8-10 years and this evening I noticed the ink on the insert
had smudged onto the vinyl. Leaving a "mirror print" of the motif on the grooves - and ruining the
last 4 rotations of Aquarius. Chinook is unhurt.
Drelajurus

The insert was on the outside of the sleeve.. you must of or someone b4 you inserted it into the
sleeve next to the vinyl body.
Auridora

Cheers very much for that, just looked mine out. D
Vudomuro

repress on 12", come on Skam get your shit together
Lestony

Come on Skam, you've repressed Hi Scores 100 times so where is our Aquarius repress?
Nayatol

Skam! We need a repress! What are you doing? a balloon?
Thohelm

Hi Skam, love the Hi-Scores ep repress how about a repress of the BoC Aquarius 7"? Or perhaps
some Bola reissues?
Jode

take my monies now
Sinredeemer

repress please skam!!!
Gavigamand

Some try to sell it at 300$ on ebay, i see it last week.
Mavivasa

Is there really people paying $200 for this record ?
Usic

I think that would more be some scam to have a $100 sale appearing in the sales history and
therefore legitimate higher prices in the future. This is mass manipulation adapted to sales market.
Vushura

LOL
Yojin

@histeriaYou're kidding me? That's dumb.
Via

this is ludicrous! i had The Campfire Headphase purchased on discogs for $100 (fair) waiting for
invoice then he cancelled the order. i asked him if it was because of the over inflated prices atm and
all he said was "yeah, sorry"



Wnex

No, lol.
Frdi

If you buy these tracks from Skam's MP3 download store, "Aquarius" has a running time of 6:10, and
"Chinook" is 7:25. What's on the MP3s are the same versions as what's on the original 7" single.
Presumably, the MP3s were made from the master tapes, so their track times are probably more
accurate than what's listed here at discogs. (I guess the timings listed here were estimated from
playback on a turntable that was running slightly fast.)
Drelahuginn

My own rips are 6:08 and 7:24 long - but I do agree with your remark :-)
Dozilkree

Aquarius is based on the first minute or so of Aquarius from the Hair original soundtrack (not the
Original Broadway Cast recording though which is nothing like it) to the point of being a blatant
steal! But at the same time the sheer subtlety of the re-editing makes this a hugely original work in
the way it transforms the original completely out of context and genre.
Amis

The worst part is once you hear it, you can never un-hear it. It's so obvious, I can't believe how
oblivious to it I was 20 years ago.
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